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The Peace Corps Mission
Since its establishment in 1961, the Peace Corps
has been guided by a mission of world peace
and friendship. The agency exemplifies the best
of the American spirit by making it possible for
Americans to serve - advancing development
and building cross-cultural understanding
around the world. Through this unique approach
to development, the Peace Corps is making a
difference in the overseas communities it serves,
in the lives of its Volunteers, and back home in
the United States. More than 220,000 Volunteers
have served in 140 countries since 1961.

Mission:
To promote world peace
and friendship through
community-based
development and crosscultural understanding

The Peace Corps advances its mission through
the work of Volunteers, both during and after
their term of service. Rather than providing
monetary assistance to countries, the agency
sends Volunteers to share their skills and
experience while living and working alongside
local individuals and communities.
This day-to-day interaction provides Volunteers
with a unique perspective and the opportunity
to partner with local communities to address
their development challenges and to strengthen
mutual understanding.
The Peace Corps Act (1961) articulates three core goals that contribute to the Peace Corps mission of
world peace and friendship:
1.

To help the people of interested countries in meeting their need for trained men and
women.

2.

To help promote a better understanding of Americans on the part of the peoples served.

3.

To help promote a better understanding of other peoples on the part of Americans.
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Message from the
Country Director
Namaste!
As the recently-arrived Country Director of Peace Corps Nepal, I am delighted to share with you
through this 2017 Annual Report not only my own joy about returning to a country I love but a
few words also the accomplishments that Peace Corps has achieved working hand in hand with
community counterparts, government liaisons and other partners over the past year.
Having worked in Nepal from 2001 to 2004 as Director of Programming and Training with Peace
Corps, I am not at all surprised by what Nepalis and Americans can do when they unite to address
a shared goal. As part of our collective efforts to improve the food security status of villages in 7
districts of the country, I would highlight the following:
•

Over the past year, over 3500 Nepali farmers (nearly two-third women) have worked with Peace
Corps Volunteers to spread awareness of innovative agricultural technologies and management
practices.   Over one-third of these farmers have already applied these technologies and
practices to increase food production and profitability.
As an example, to promote the use of vegetable gardening management practices such as
composting, bio-pesticides, fencing and small-scale water conservation, more than 1000
community members have been trained on best practices and 90% of them have applied
them.
Nine local school committees have worked with Peace Corps Volunteers on the establishment
of school gardens to teach interested students about the benefits of organic gardening and
other innovative gardening practices.

•

•

None of these achievements would be possible, of course, without the support of our community
counterparts, government liaisons and other Nepali partners and their willingness to engage so
actively and positively with us. We are deeply grateful.
On a different level, Peace Corps is appreciative of the support from the Ministries of Finance,
Agricultural, Land Management and Cooperatives, Health, Foreign Affairs, Home Affairs – and most
recently, Education for their support; from USAID for its financial and organizational support; to the
Suaahara II and KISAN II projects for their technical assistance.
Organizationally, we would like to applaud the hard work and dedication of the 165 American men
and women who have or are setting aside 27 months of their lives to serve in Nepal as Peace Corps
Volunteers since the program re-opened in 2012. As many of you know, behind the Volunteers is a
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very talented and dedicated group of Nepali staff members who provide them with programing and
training support, safety and security, medical and administrative support they need to be productive
and successful.
Finally, I would like to express our gratitude to three American staff members who helped to build
the program over the past couple years: Nelson Chase as Country Director, Troy Kofroth as Director
of Management and Operations and Diane Partl as Director of Programming and Training.  Although
Nelson, Troy and Diane have left Peace Corps Nepal, the impact of their tireless efforts and dedication
will be felt by the country program for years.
In this report, you will find updates on our progress in meeting our goals and objectives of our Food
Security project beyond the highlights above. You will also find Volunteer and counterpart success
stories and other information about our Volunteers, their activities and their placements.
In one major piece of breaking news, Peace Corps Nepal has been approved to launch an English
Education project starting in 2019. We are working closely with the Ministry of Education on the
development of this project and are very excited by the prospects. As best we can, we promise to
keep you updated on the launch of the education project and the continued progress of the food
security project.
Respectfully,
Dr. Sherry Russell
Country Director
Peace Corps Nepal

Peace Corps Nepal Staff, 2017
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Peace Corps Nepal

Food Security Project
The Peace Corps arrived in Nepal in 1962, one
of the first countries to welcome Volunteers
after the creation of the agency by President
Kennedy in 1961. Since then, almost 4,000
Peace Corps Volunteers have served in schools,
government agencies, and NGOs. The program
suspended operations in September of 2004
due to security concerns but returned in 2012,
at the request of the Government of Nepal, to
work in collaboration with USAID as part of a
Food Security Project. The purpose of the Food
Security Project has been to improve the food
security of rural families, especially for the most
vulnerable populations in targeted communities
of mid-hills of western Nepal. Since September
2012, more than 100 Peace Corps Volunteers
served in rural, mid-hill communities of Nepal.
Peace Corps’ approach to Food Security is in
line with the U.S. Global Food Security Act,
which was signed into law in July 2016. As one
of 11 agencies that comprise Feed the Future,
the Peace Corps has been actively involved in
developing the U.S. Government Global Food
Security Strategy (GFSS). The GFSS represents
a coordinated approach to address food
insecurity. Peace Corps strategy is strongly
aligned with the objectives of the global wholeof-government strategy, and is built around
Peace Corps Volunteers’ unique contribution
to the four pillars of food security: availability,
PCV Katelyn
caring of
small fruit
tree

PCV Siming
with his
nutrient dense
garden in
Arghakhanchi

accessibility, utilization, and stability. Food
and nutrition security are also key priorities for
the Government of Nepal (GON) as reflected in
Agriculture Development Strategy and the Multi
Sector Nutrition Plan.
Following the reopening of the Peace
Corps Nepal program in 2012, Nepal’s Food
Security Project was developed from three
sector schematics—agriculture, health, and
community economic development. However,
in November 2015, based on the feedback
and lessons learned from the Volunteers and
based on the recommendations from the Office
of the Inspector General (OIG), the project
framework was revised with a focus on nutrition
sensitive agriculture. The key components
of the new framework are soil conservation/
management, bio-intensive gardening, tree fruit
tree promotion, and nutrition education. The
new framework came into effect from January
2016. Peace Corps/Nepal envisions assigning
three generations of Volunteers at a site to make
visible change.
Currently, there are 57 Volunteers serving in the
seven western districts, and the next group of
volunteers will arrive in April 2018
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Goal 1 — Improving Soil Health

FACTSHEET

As part of an inclusive Food Security intervention,
PCVs assist local farmers so they can employ
sustainable and climate smart soil conservation and
management techniques to their gardens. These
interventions increase overall soil productivity by
improving soil fertility, increasing water capture,
and improving water distribution.
In 2017, working together with government liaisons
and community partners, Peace Corps Volunteers
trained more than 1,000 individual farmers on
practices that promote soil fertility and conservation.
Some of the key activities included promotion and
implementation of improved composting, cover
cropping, green manuring, mulching, botanical
pesticides, fodder and forage plantation.

In 2017, Volunteer led Soil Conservation
activities that built the capacity of:
•

788 individuals in organic way of
disease/pest management

•

184 individuals in climate
mitigation strategies

•

397 individuals in waste water
management practices

•

283 individuals in small-scale
irrigation practices

Project Highlight 1 – Wastewater Collection Tank
Every morning, women of Thanapati in Gulmi
district wake before sunrise. As the rooster crows
and the first light seeps above the horizon, the
women start their cooking fires, huddling around
the smoky warmth, and sipping tea from metal
cups. Once their tea routine has concluded, they
put baskets on their back and head down the
ridge to a community water tap.
In water insecure regions like Gulmi, and living on
the top of a ridge, where access to this precious
resource is minimal, water quickly becomes the
greatest concern for these women during the 7-9
month dry season. They spend up to 4 or 5 hours
walking back and forth between the community
tap and their homes. It is not surprising that after
all of this effort, the women are reluctant to use
water for irrigation and agriculture. Without
water, their gardens suffer heavily during the
dry season, which lasts from September through
May.

cement, sand, pipe and other materials, while
the women contributed the labor and locallysourced resources. These tanks provided an
easy access to wastewater that could be used to
irrigate home gardens and fruit trees.
All the families who participated in this project
were excited about the tanks and were eager
to start using wastewater on their fields and on
the new fruit tree seedlings which each family
would be planting. They would use water from
this tank to ensure that their plastic houses and
gardens could remain productive late into the
dry season. One family has already built a plastic
house and raised beds near the tank. Through
this project, PCV Rebecca was able to promote
water conservation and enable families to utilize
every last hard-earned drop of water in Gulmi.

A Dalit
woman
working on
her plastic
house using
wastewater

With assistance from USAID’s Small Project
Assistance (SPA) grant, PCV Rebecca Hamilton
worked with 50 families, mostly from low-caste
Dalit households to install cement washing
stations and wastewater collection systems.
The grant supported the families to purchase
5
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Vegetable nursery establishment training at the Government led
Agricultural Service Center in the District of Syangja.

Project Highlight 2 - SALT Technology for Landscape Management
Steep hillsides, prone to landslides and erosion,
have been symbolic of Arghakachi district. It
did not take long for PCV Derek Emmons to
contemplate the local concerns of poor soil
fertility, lack of water for irrigation, and reduced
agricultural productivity. Intensive soil tillage
and insufficient application of organic matter
led PCV Derek to help his villagers to adopt soil
restoration practices without impacting their
agricultural livelihoods.
In one of his visits to Kathmandu, Derek was
able to observe the International Centre for
Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD)
Knowledge Park in Godavari that exemplified
how a formerly degraded landscape could be
regenerated to fulfill a variety of agricultural,
ecological, and economic needs.
SALT training
participants
practicing
hedge row
planting

Derek and ICIMOD collaborated to train 12
motivated farmers from Arghakachi, and the
farmers have since developed a support network
to accomplish future community endeavors.
The farmers included active local farmers,
government agriculture extension workers, and
school teacher. This 3-day training focused on
Sloping Agriculture Land Technology (SALT), and
taught participants how to restructure sloping
fields in hilly regions to prevent the loss of water,
topsoil, and organic matter. Green manuring
and hedge row plantation techniques were the
major attractions among the participants.
The SALT training succeeded in teaching
participants low-input techniques to improve
their soil’s capacity to sustain agriculture
production. Following the training, the
participants have incorporated SALT curriculum
of hedgerows, mulching, and contour lines into
their own farming practices and continue to
train their community groups in what they had
learned. Currently, 40 farmers from the mothers’
group placed an order for Pigeon Pea as a
green manure and participated in the creation
of sac-vegetable production. A Nepali high
school teacher has also partnered with students
to facilitate training of 67 students on SALT
technology.
Since the Peace Corps/Nepal envisions three
generations of Volunteers at a site, this
identification of motivated farmers has paved
the way for future Volunteers in Arghakachi to
improve and expand upon soil conservation and
other food security projects in the future.
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Goal 2 – Promoting Bio-Intensive
Gardening and Fruit Tree Cultivation
In 2017, Peace Corps Volunteers (PCVs) primarily
worked with smallholder farming families,
including women and school-aged children, to
sustainably increase production of diverse and
nutritious food crops. Volunteers have promoted
bio-intensive gardening by establishing permagardens, introducing double digging techniques,
establishing vegetable nurseries, promoting
seed savings, increasing mushroom cultivation,
and introducing new and nutrient rich vegetable
varieties. Each Volunteer also established an
improved vegetable garden as a demonstration
plot for community members to replicate. At their
sites, Volunteers have also promoted improved
vegetable gardening practices such as composting,
bio-pesticides, fencing, appropriate bed design, and
triangular spacing.

FACTSHEET
In 2017, Peace Corps Volunteers worked
with 3,500 Nepali farmers through
different agriculture interventions:
•
•

64% of them were women.
67% of these people have already
applied improved agricultural
technologies or management
practices for better food production

•

500 local community partners used
improved tree plantation activities

•

1500 trees, mostly fruit trees, were
planted

•

200 farmers planted mushroom
using improved cultivation
techniques

•

Nine student-led school gardens
were established

•

1000 community members trained
on improved vegetable garden
practices, with 90% applying these
practices

PCV Mark working with community members on
vegetable gardening in Surkhet

Thanks to collaboration with the District Agriculture
Office, District Soil Conservation Office, District
Livestock Office, and District Soil Conservation
Office, PCVs have been instrumental in promoting
different varieties of trees at the community level.
In 2017, the major tree plantation activities that
Volunteers carried out included: Tree nursery
development, digging holes, tree spacing, pruning,
manuring, air-layering, weeding, and mulching.
PCVs have also promoted the planting of fruit tree
varieties specific to the soil and climate condition
and elevation at the sites where PCVs are placed.
Some common varieties of trees promoted include:
Moringa, citrus varieties, macadamia, fodder trees,
walnut, kiwi, avocado, plum, and peach.

InnovationYouth in Agriculture
In 2017, 16 PCVs from Syangja and Arghakachi
districts collaborated in conducting two
youth leadership camps targeting 51
students from 12 rural communities. Camp
GROW (Guys and Girls Reimagining our
World) is part of Peace Corps supported Girls
Education and Empowerment (GEE) project
that aims to promote gender integration
and youth participation in agriculture.
The ultimate goal of camp GROW was for
students and community counterparts to
take their newly acquired knowledge in
critical thinking, environmental sustainability,
and agro business, and share them with their
communities.
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Project Highlight 3 – My Didi’s Community Nursery Project
Early on in my service, I was invited to a weekly
Saturday meeting held at the village center.
I understood very little of what was being
discussed. It was through this meeting I met
the person who would eventually become my
counterpart, my host didi (sister) and my lifelong
friend. It was my didi, Kopila, who made me realize
that seeds and seedlings were available in my
district capital, Kushma. However, considering
the jeep fare, and the lack of free time to go into
town when there were kids to feed, houses to
clean and fields to plant, very few were willing
to take advantage of the resources in Kushma.
So why couldn’t such resources be available in
our village? That’s how my Community Nursery
Project with Kopila didi evolved.
I received around $1,000 Small Projects
Assistance (SPA) Grant from USAID to fund the
overheads for the nursery. Once the funding was
secured, we were ready to roll into the forest
to cut bamboo for the construction of our two
plastic tunnels. Leveraging the subsidized plastic
program available from the District Agriculture
Development Office (DADO), we were able to
secure two large pieces of greenhouse plastic
for just half the price. Getting the infrastructure
alone in place (before we could even think about
sowing any seeds) was quite the task!
With all the infrastructure in place, the question
then loomed: What were the best practices for
nursery management? Partnering with an INGO,
iDE (International Development Enterprise), my

PCV Aja Matthews
teaching school
children about
transplanting
seedings
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didi, another woman from village, and I visited
a commercial nursery outside of Pokhara for
an informal but incredibly informative training.
We toured the nursery, asked tons of questions,
and got to plant a bed inside the head farmer’s
tunnel, with his advice and corrections to guide
us.
My didi told me that I had made one
of her dreams come true! It hardly
seemed unreasonable as little did
she know that she was continually
making my dreams come true too!
Since then the nursery beds were turned,
amended with compost and smoothed out for
sowing. The seedlings were sown, healthy and
grown. My didi and I packaged them up in little
bundles and took our show on the road. It was
amazing to think that within those five hours
alone, my didi earned as much money as she
would have working 5 full days in the rice/millet
fields (for $3 dollars a day). Now the nursery has
taken off. The tomatoes have ripened and over
7 kilos have been sold. The seedlings have been
bought widely. We are now waiting for the last of
the tomatoes before we dig, amend and sow the
tunnel afresh with onion seeds for the upcoming
planting season.
It seems like the epitome of success as a
Volunteer to be able to fade into the background
while my didi shepherds people up to the
greenhouse to talk business, seedlings, and
planting practices with them. It was then the
time for me and didi to get a notebook and jot
down some rough tables documenting our sales.
Rudimentary accounting, replete with scratch
marks and line cross outs. After another week or
so of sales, I returned home one day to find my
didi re-making all the tables with a ruler—neat,
organized and clear.
My heart was singing! That she has taken such
initiative in this whole project reminds me how
dynamic our symbiosis has and continues to be!
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PCV Adrian Robins planting fruit trees
in Todke

Project Highlight 4 – Fruit Tree in Todke
While the residents in PCV Adrian’s host village
had balanced diets, the community members
of nearby Todke had a limited diet of dhido
(a combination of flour and water), daal, and
potatoes. Seeing this as an opportunity, PCV
Adrian helped these neighboring communities
to identify, magnify, and mobilize their local
resources for positive change.
After bringing 100 fruit trees to Todke, PCV
Adrian leveraged support from his host dad,
PCV Quan, and several residents to teach the
community about the process and benefits of
planting fruit trees. After a long day of digging,
they had planted 89 peach, plum, pear, walnut,
and apple trees.

While the long-term goal was to improve
nutrition in this food insecure area, the project
was also successful because it was community
initiated, community funded, and community
driven until the last tree was planted. The
project was also a symbol of intra-community
collaboration where a stable and successful
part of the community worked so hard to help a
neighboring community in need.
Years after PCV Adrian’s time in Nepal, the
residents of Todke will have an abundance of
fruit to consume, preserve, and sell. Perhaps just
as nourishing, the community will have a success
story about the skills, ambition, and experience
needed to continue assisting the disadvantaged
communities.
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Goal 3 – Promoting Nutrition Education
In 2017, Peace Corps Volunteers primarily worked
with smallholder farmers, including women of childbearing age and school-aged children to adopt one
or more new food consumption or feeding practices/
behaviors that improve nutrition outcomes.
PCVs worked with their Female Community Health
Volunteers (FCHVs), health post staff, school
teachers, mother and farmer groups to train and
coach individual smallholder family members in
evidence-based nutrition practices included in the
Essential Nutrition Actions (ENA). The key activities
PCVs conducted under this objective included
informal one-on-one and group trainings in
homes, health centers, and schools. These trainings
promoted access, consumption and feeding of
diverse and nutrient-rich foods. Through follow-up
sessions, PCVs reinforced lessons and confirmed an
increase in dietary diversity among participants.

At the household level, Volunteers worked
with host families and smallholder families
to plant home and community gardens. By
implementing the garden-to-plate concept,
PCVs facilitated cooking demonstrations
during home visits that led to increased
consumption of nutrient-dense vegetable
varieties such as orange-fleshed sweet potato,
Thai spinach, kale, mushroom, asparagus, and
other dark green leafy vegetables. Volunteers
also collaborated with schools and health
posts in developing height measuring murals
and murals with nutrition-related messages.

FACTSHEET
In 2017, Peace Corps Volunteers’ led
nutrition campaigns that improved
nutrition behavioral practices among
2,700 people:
•

PCV Kathryn
working
on height
measuring
mural at a
local school

•

67% of beneficiaries were women
48% of the people trained were
direct caregivers of children under
the age of 5

•

42% of the people trained
included school students who
received integrated training on
nutrition, hygiene and sanitation

•

Almost 500 children under the age
of 5 were benefitted through the
Volunteers work with parents on
home or community garden.

•

More than 100 Improved
Cookstoves (ICS) were constructed
to address second-hand smoking,
while 71 People (65% female)
were trained on ICS construction
and maintenance
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Project Highlight 5 – Breaking the Dietary Taboos
When there was a newborn baby in my host
family, I was excited to meet my host-brother’s
wife and the new baby. Since learning about
insufficient nutrition for new mothers in Nepal, I
was on alert to see if that would be a problem in
my family. I was also curious to learn more about
related cultural beliefs and impacts.
Sure enough, I noticed that my host sister-inlaw was only consuming milk, ghee, and rice.
Realizing that her diet lacked various essential
micronutrients, I found this extremely alarming,
and began to attempt dialogues with her and
my host family about the positive impact of
consuming other foods on a mother’s health and
also for breast-milk production.
My family explained how it was a common belief
that other foods would somehow harm the
baby by entering into breast-milk. I attempted
to explain that there were a few foods which
could affect breast-milk chemistry, and most
of the fruits and vegetables available were
extremely beneficial in offering a balanced array
of nutrients.
While I initially sensed skepticism, my brother
went out a few days later and bought some
fruits for my sister-in-law. I could not express
the happiness I felt when she went to her
family’s home, which had a Moringa tree, and

PCV John Henley’s host sister-in-law, brother,
and the new baby

began consuming the leaves with her daily diet.
Moringa is known for its nutritious leaves, and
many other parts of the tree supply many of
the micro and macro-nutrients missing in many
Nepali diets.
By including Moringa leaves in her diet, my sisterin-law increased her breast-milk production.
Through the teachable moments provided by
my Peace Corps experience, I helped my host
sister-in-law to increase her nutrition so she
could provide more milk to her new born.
This has been one of my happiest and proudest
experiences in Peace Corps Nepal.

Training provided to marginalized women’s group on Oyster mushroom cultivation
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Other Peace Corps Nepal

Initiatives
Cross-Sector Programming Priorities
Cross-Sector Programming Priorities (CSPPs) are cross-cutting areas that Peace Corps Volunteers
in Nepal emphasize and integrate into their work, regardless of their primary project. The CSPPs
represent long-term strategic commitments of the Peace Corps world-wide. Referring to the country
context, Peace Corps Nepal has prioritized two CSPPs: Gender Equity & Women’s Empowerment as
well as Youth as Resources.

Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment
Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment (GenEq) activities integrate gender considerations,
promote gender equality and women’s empowerment, and reach groups of women, men, girls, and
boys who have been traditionally excluded from access to skills, benefits, and opportunities.
In 2017, 42 Volunteers (46%) carried out various activities to promote girls’ leadership and women’s
empowerment, and this benefited 1,128 individuals (M: 395 and F: 733) and 54 service providers (M:
30 and F: 24).
Participation in Gender Equality & Women’s Empowerment (GenEq)
Numbers of Individuals Reached:
Female

Number of Volunteers

Number of Activities

35 (40%)

186

Male
36%

64%

Individuals
Gender
Ratio
349

250
134

200

100
50
0

58

148

109

31

0-9

15-19

Age

12

63

98

9

10-14

Males 0-9

31

(3%)

0

(0%)

Males 10-14

148

(13%)

0

(0%)

Males 15-19

109

(10%)

0

(0%)

Males 20-24

9

(1%)

2

(4%)

Males 25+

98

(9%)

28

(52%)

58

(5%)

0

(0%)

Females 10-14

134

(12%)

0

(0%)

Females 15-19

129

(11%)

0

(0%)

Females 20-24

63

(6%)

4

(4%)

Females 25+

349

(31%)

20

(37%)

Total

1128

Females 0-9

129

150

20-24

25+

Service Providers

54
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Volunteers facilitated four camps that promoted
leadership among girls. In addition, Volunteers
delivered classes about menstrual hygiene and
sexual reproduction, engaged girls in sports
through volleyball, led gender mural projects,
mobilized young female students through the
English and Digital for Girls Education (EDGE)
program.
Many PCVs also facilitated nutrition awareness
classes for pregnant and lactating mothers, and
trained women in using improved cook stoves
and in cultivating mushrooms and off-season
vegetables.

Participants at a Girls’ Leadership Camp

Project Highlight 6 –Economic Empowerment through Nepali Dhaka Scarves
Dhaka scarves are well known in Nepal for their
beautiful colors and design. When PCV Ryan
Cooper noticed that a women’s group in his
village wanted to contribute to their household
incomes, he linked them with economic
opportunities available in Sandikharka, district
capital of Arghakachi.
Ryan started by exploring options by talking with
the head of the Cottage and Small Industries
Office (CSIO). These discussions eventually led
CSIO to train the mothers’ group members
how to make Dhaka scarves. This training gave
ten women in Arghakachi an ability to earn
an income and life–skill for themselves that
eventually led to a development of womenowned business.
Over the course of three months, the women
demonstrated hard work during the full-time
training. As there was less field work for women
in spring, the women gathered in an empty
home and were taught by a woman who had
been making scarves and earning her own
income for the past twenty years.

Women
learning a new
skill of Dhaka
weaving

After the training, each woman bought a loom,
placed it in their respective homes and continued
to make Dhaka scarves. The scarves came in two
sizes (1,300 Nepali rupees for the large and 800
Nepali rupees for the small) and cost less than
the ones in the market. All proceeds directly
benefited the women. They were sold to friends
in America and other villagers in Nepal and given
as gifts to relatives.
The Dhaka training empowered these women
to make and sell a product that would always be
valued, bought and traded. Most importantly, it
gave women a skill for the rest of their lives.

The women spent their time learning how to
make scarves and they enjoyed the opportunity
to talk about their lives during the process.
13
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Youth as Resources
Youth as Resources (YAR) activities engage
young people to contribute to community
improvement, improve public health, preserve
the environment, and participate in other civic
projects.
In 2017, 39 (42%) Volunteers carried out youth
development activities in different parts of
Nepal, benefitting 1101 individuals (M: 500 and
F: 601) and 34 service providers (M: 17 and F: 17).
Almost 70% of the youth that PCVs worked with
were between the ages 10 and 19.

Students working on school garden in Lamjung

PCVs worked with their counterparts, community partners, and youth groups to conduct youth
leadership trainings, health trainings, sexual and reproductive health classes, public speaking
trainings, sports activities, youth mentorship sessions, and environmental protection campaigns. In
school settings, PCVs also facilitated health and sanitation campaigns, established school gardens,
and organized youth-focused agriculture and nutrition camps.
The majority of youth-focused activities carried out by the Volunteers focused on developing Life
Skills and promoting healthy behaviors among the youth population, primarily between the ages of
10 to 19.
Participation in Youth as Resources Activities
Numbers of Individuals Reached:
Female

Male

Number of Volunteers

Number of Activities

39 (42%)

173

46%

54%

Individuals
Gender
Ratio

349

250
134

200

100
50
0

58

148

109

31

0-9

15-19

Age

14

63

98

9

10-14

Males 0-9

31

(3%)

0

(0%)

Males 10-14

202

(18%)

0

(0%)

Males 15-19

167

(15%)

0

(0%)

Males 20-24

18

(2%)

2

(6%)

Males 25+

82

(7%)

15

(44%)

24

(2%)

0

(0%)

Females 10-14

183

(17%)

0

(0%)

Females 15-19

211

(19%)

0

(0%)

Females 20-24

25

(2%)

6

(18%)

Females 25+

158

(14%)

11

(32%)

Total

1101

Females 0-9

129

150

20-24

25+

Service Providers

34
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Project Highlight 7 – Bringing the World Together – World Map Project
When a students asked PCV Kathryn if it was
possible to walk from Nepal to the United States,
PCV Kathryn saw an opportunity to engage
youth in a geography lesson they will never
forget. While assessing community strengths
and needs, Kathryn learned that the school did
not have a map and the one small globe was
ripped with many countries missing. From then
on, Kathryn taught geography in earnest and
worked with the school staff to facilitate a world
map project.
After receiving permission from the school’s
headmaster, three other Peace Corps Volunteers
from Myagdi district (PCV Hope, PCV Jordan, and
PCV Lucia) came to Kathryn’s site and helped her
create a semi-accurate world map within two
days. From there the headmaster and teachers
organized an after-school program with Grades
8-12 to help complete the world map. All of the
students were individually assigned their own
country and PCV Kathryn gave them a week to
determine where their country was on the world
map and figure out one thing that country was
famous for.

Samikshya, an 8th grader, assigned to Egypt,
wishes to visit Pyramid one day

PCV Kathryn in front of her World Map Project

students wrote paragraphs about their assigned
country and drew a picture of their country in
their notebooks.
While presenting, some expressed that they
would now like to visit their assigned country.
The boy who was assigned Greece now wants
to see the beautiful cities he learned about and
a girl who was assigned Egypt dreams of seeing
the pyramids one day. PCV Kathryn has now been
asked by her community to do a mural of the map
of Nepal illustrating important geographical and
historical areas, additional world maps at other
schools, and teaching kids how to paint.

“As a new volunteer this has been
an extremely rewarding project
and I am proud of my student’s
continued work and enthusiasm.
This project was one of my larger
goals in Nepal and I am super
happy with how it went. At this
point I could go home feeling I
accomplished something,” says
Kathryn

The students were empowered and excited, and
they presented about their assigned country
by writing the name of their assigned country
in English and Nepali on the world map. Many
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Project Highlight 8 – Basketball Camp: A cross-cultural exchange through sports
Basketball is one of America’s most popular
sports, and Nepali children are just beginning to
watch and play basketball. In rural hilly districts
like Myagdi, many youth clubs and schools have
recently begun to develop cemented basketball
courts. Peace Corps Volunteers in Nepal have
found sports to be a great tool to integrate with
local youth and engage in school activities.
Basketball has become a great example of crosscultural connection, transcending language
barriers, through the universal language of
teamwork, technical skill, leadership and hard
work. In November 2017, six Peace Corps
Volunteers organized a two day basketball camp
in Pokhara for 90 boys and girls aged 14 to 22
and three local basketball coaches.

Students practicing their shooting skills

Students painting mural on
“Health Food, Healthy Life!”

Gathering at 6 am as the Himalayas looked on
from afar, students started in the dark of the
morning with defensive slides around the court.
While this camp highlighted basketball skills,
interested students completed a mural which
addressed the importance of healthy eating and
living. The mural is now displayed facing the
basketball court for all the stadium athletes and
community members to see. A badminton racket
became a pineapple; a cricket bat a banana; a
volleyball a pomegranate.
According to local coach Jhok Garbuja Pun, “It
was enjoyable, fun and awesome. While it was a
short amount of time, the students enjoyed the
coaching and learned new technical aspects that
they had not learned before. I think this was a
great success.” This perfectly sums up how the
volunteers felt as well. It was a dream come true
to coach basketball in a country that is beginning
to fall in love with the sport Volunteers have
loved since a young age. The Volunteers look
forward to using similar activities to build a
stronger, healthier future through the love of
sports.

PCV Jennifer Panuska teaching
school children about
transplanting seedings
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Arrival of Peace Corps Trainees at Kathmandu airport, April 2017

Peace Corps Nepal
Volunteer Training in 2017
Training Throughout Peace Corps Service

Who are the Volunteers?
Peace Corps Volunteers are American men and
women who commit to serving 27 months in a
developing country, living and working directly
with members of their village communities.
During their service, Volunteers do not receive a
salary, but instead receive a very modest “living
allowance.” Volunteers come from a variety
of educational as well as ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds. Peace Corps Volunteers
bring to their communities their motivation to
help communities to help themselves. They bring
creativity, ingenuity, and a different perspective
to their work with their communities.

Trainees spend their first three months in Nepal
by participating in Pre-Service Training (PST), at
the completion of which they officially become
Peace Corps Volunteers. . During the following
24 months there are periodic trainings, including
the In-Service Language and Technical trainings.
Peace Corps also facilitated a Project Design
and Management workshop that includes
government and community counterparts,
Volunteers also participate in Mid-Service
training at the half-way point of their work in
Nepal, and a Close-of-Service Conference as the
Volunteers prepare to finish their work at their
sites and return to the United States.

The sixth group of 38 Peace Corps Trainees (PCTs)
arrived in Nepal on April 2, 2017. Their arrival
helped to continue contributions and traditions
created by the over 3,800 Peace Corps Volunteers
who have served before them in Nepal from
1962 until 2017. After five days of orientation at
the Training Institute for Technical Instruction
(TITI) in Sano Thimi at Bhaktapur District, the
new Trainees proceeded to Panauti in Kavre
District, 31 kilometers southeast of the capital to
begin their intensive pre-service training
PCVs participating at a training on Improved
Cook stove construction
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During PST, Trainees live with Nepali host families
and are completely immersed in Nepali culture.
They receive formal training in Nepali language,
and they learn to staying safe and healthy for the
duration of their service as Volunteers. Trainees
also receive technical training for assisting
their communities in identifying, prioritizing,
and addressing food security challenges. The
Trainees carry out practicum activities at the end
of the PST which are similar to their anticipated
activities at their permanent sites. Trainees are
assessed throughout their training, and upon
successful completion of PST, they are officially
sworn in as Peace Corps Volunteers.
The main purpose of the PST is to help Trainees
become equipped with the knowledge, skills
and attitudes required in order to live and work
effectively in Nepal for two years.   Following
a “Community-based Training” (CBT) model,
Trainees live with a Nepali family for 10 weeks
and train in small “clusters” of 4-5 Trainees in
communities that have similar characteristics
to those communities in which Trainees will
eventually live and work. They eat whatever their
family eats and are also involved in house-hold
activities such as cooking food, cutting grass,
milking cows, and taking part in festivals and
in family events. In addition host families now
provide each Trainee with a small gardening
space at their homes to allow them to practice
perma-gardening skills. The CBT model helps
Trainees practice their new Nepali language
skills and Food Security practices with their host

PCTs participating in the gardening training
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PCTs meeting their PST host family for the first
time after their arrival in Nepal

families and communities and provides better
opportunities to learn more of Nepali culture.
CBT helps to focus each Trainee on learning
how to live and work successfully in their Nepali
communities by empowering Trainees to build
supportive and nurturing relationships within
the local context. Towards this end, Trainees are
encouraged to work and learn independently or
in small groups, and they complete independent
research and share results. The trainer role is
predominantly that of a facilitator and resource
person. These relationships will be integral to a
successful service in the Peace Corps. On June
16th, 2017, Pre-Service Training ended and 38
Peace Corps Trainees were sworn in as Volunteers
by the US Ambassador to Nepal Alaina B. Teplitz.
Following the CBT model, Peace Corps Nepal
also facilitates in-service language training which
takes place 2-3 months after the new Volunteers
arrive at their sites. Rather than bringing the
Volunteers to a central location for the training,
our language teachers travel to Volunteer sites
for five days to work with them on language skills
and support each of them in their adaptation to
the culture and work in their new communities.
To help identify communities for Volunteer
placement, Peace Corps staff conduct locallevel stakeholder meetings with respective
VDC Secretaries, Social Mobilizers, Field-level
government office representatives, Mothers’
Group members, Farmers Group members, school
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teachers, youth leaders, among others. During
these events, Peace Corps staff share about the
Peace Corps Nepal program, the Food Security
project, cultural differences between Nepal and
the United States, Peace Corps policies, and the
role of Volunteers. The orientation sessions aim
to inform 20-25 key members of the community
about Peace Corps Volunteer service before their
arrival. The practice has been very helpful for the
Volunteer integration into their communities.

Training (IST), Project Design and Management
Workshop (PDM), Mid-Service Training (MST),
and Close of Service (COS) Conference.
PCV Jordan
designing
communitybased project
together with
his counterparts
during the Project
Design and
Management
Workshop

During the course of 27 months in Nepal, all
Peace Corps Volunteers receive six key training
events: Pre-Service Training (PST), In-Service
Major Training
Events

Months
at Service

Key Training Focus

Pre-Service
Training (PST)

0-3
months

Nepali Language, cross-cultural integration, health, safety and security,
cultural adjustments, food and nutrition security interventions

In-Service
Training (IST)

5-6
months

On-site Nepali language support; behavior change communication,
hands-on technical agriculture sessions on soil management, vegetable
and mushroom cultivation, fruit tree cultivation, nursery development,
intercultural operation; nutrition education; improved cookstoves; smallscale water management

Project Design
and Management
Workshop (PDM)

8-9
months

A Workshop in Designing and Managing of community-based projects
together with government liaisons and community counterparts

Mid-Service
Training (MST)

15-16
months

Reflecting back to Volunteer successes, challenges, lessons learned, and
best practices and planning ahead

Close of Service
(COS) Conference

23-24
months

Plan for closing Volunteer projects/service in Nepal and preparatory plans
for their lives in the U.S. after Peace Corps Service

N204 Peace Corps Volunteers with U.S. Ambassador Alaina B. Teplitz after their Swearing-in Ceremony
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Departing group of Volunteers with Staff in June 2017

Placement Districts and
Demographics of Volunteers
In 2017 there were a total of 92 Volunteers serving in 11 districts, including Peace Corps Volunteer
Leaders placed in Kathmandu and Kaski districts, of Nepal. During the year, 38 new Volunteers were
placed in the seven districts of the Western Development Region in Syangja, Parbat, Myagdi, Lamjung,
Palpa, Arghakachi, and Surkhet. Similarly, 29 PCVs completed their 2-year assignment.
As of December 2017, 57 active Volunteers serve in communities throughout seven districts, including
Surkhet, Arghakachi, Palpa, Syangja, Parbat, Myagdi, and Lamjung. Volunteers will continue to be
placed in communities within the mid-hills where food security is a major concern.
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Placement of Volunteers in 2017
Districts

Regions

Active Volunteers in 2017

Surkhet

Mid-West

13

Dang

Mid-West

1

Arghakhanchi

West

14

Gulmi

West

4

Palpa

West

20

Syangja

West

13

Parbat

West

7

Myagdi

West

7

Lamjung

West

10

Kaski

West

2

Central

1

Total

92

Kathmandu

Diversity of Peace Corps Nepal Volunteers in 2017

Volunteer Gender Breakdown-2017

Volunteer Age Breakdown-2017
5%

47%
53%

35%

13%

47%

F

M

20-25 Yrs

26-30 Yrs

30-40 Yrs

40+ Yrs
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Project Highlight 9 – Community Building through Collaboration
Mohan Thapa is an employee of the Government
of Nepal. He is a Junior Technician who has worked
for the government for 35 years, 29 of them in
the agricultural sector. While his family and
home are in the district of Lamjung, his current
government post finds him at Setidobhaan in
Syangja district. Mohan has served in five districts
and over 75 Village Development Committees
(VDCs) during his time with the Government of
Nepal. When Mohan heard about the possibility
of placing a Peace Corps Volunteer near his office
he was very excited. He also saw an opportunity
to place a volunteer in a community that was
established by a marginalized caste, referred to
as Dalit, who have historically received fewer
government resources than so-called upper
caste communities. From the initial orientation,
Mohan was interested in making sure that
the Peace Corps program was successful and
supported in his area.
PCV Teagen Barresi is currently serving in
Setidobhan. Teagen is originally from Ithaca, New
York, and arrived at this site in June 2016. From
day one he has been working closely with the
Government of Nepal at the Agricultural Service

Center (ASC), specifically with his government
liaison, Mohan Thapa. In 19 months living in
village, Teagen and Mohan have collaborated on
many projects. They have cultivated mushrooms,
distributed fruit trees, and have established
vegetable nurseries. They have also established
fishponds and Moringa Tree nurseries.

“With patience, hard work, and the
help of the Government of Nepal,
the potential for success in rural
communities is endless”—PCV
Teagen Barresi
The role that the ASC has played in these projects
has been instrumental to their success. With the
support and resources of the government, and
the creativity and patience of the PCV, there has
been an influx of resources into the marginalized
community that Teagen lives in. During the last
planting season, this collaboration led to the
planting of 237 fruit trees and over 5,000 orange
trees.   Also, over 50 kilos of mushroom spawn
have been distributed in the area through a
combination of government and private sector
resources. Through a Moringa seed donation by
an INGO, Heifer International, there has been a
modest nursery started at the ASC with hopes
for future growth and sapling distribution to the
local farmers.
Through their teamwork, Teagen and Mohan led
an Integrated Pest Management (IPM) training at
a local farmer group in an effort to decrease the
use of strong chemical environmental controls
such as pesticides and artificial soil amendments.
They now have plans of implementing
reforestation measures in much of the regions
deforested hillsides.

Community-level training organized in collaboration between
the PCV and ASC on mushroom cultivation
The moringa tree nursery in Parbat
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The end result of this collaboration between
the PCV and ASC includes a total of 107 farmers
receiving training, and almost 50% of the farmers
now implement the improved agricultural
practices at their homes.
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We would like to take this moment to thank
all of our Government Supervisors from the
District Agriculture Development Offices
(DADOs), the District Public Health Offices
(DPHO), and the Government Liaisons
from the village-based Agriculture Service
Centers (ASCs) and the Health Posts (HPs).
They have provided endless support to
our Volunteers to be productive at their
site. Peace Corps Nepal also thanks the
host families who so warmly welcome and
integrate our Volunteers into their homes
and hearts.

Thank you all !

Without your support,
our Volunteers’ successes
would not be possible!
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Looking Ahead
to 2018-19
The coming year promises to be, potentially, the
most eventful year since the program reopened
in 2012.  First, we will be expanding the number
of Volunteers recruited for service in Nepal
from 35 this year to 55 next year.  Coupled with
this expansion will be the launch of an English
Education project starting in early 2019.
To add a little more to the challenge, the
incoming training will arrive to Nepal almost two
months earlier than in the past so that Education
Volunteers can arrive at their schools by the start
of the school year.)

PCV Marilou teaching her students in Jaisidanda, 1976

In short, the Peace Corps team has a lot of work ahead with less time than in the past to get it done.
Despite the challenge, we are excited by the prospects of returning to the field of education in Nepala sector in which Peace Corps Nepal Volunteers were heavily involved in the past.

A PCV teaching English at a class in 1979
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A PCV conducting science
experiment with students in 1973
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Peace Corps Volunteers with Ambassador Alaina B. Teplitz
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